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ABSTRACT - The tiantion race for the two-electron one-photon 
and one-electron one-photon decaying processes in atoms 
bear iat initially two K-shell vacancies were evaluated for 
Ne up to 2r. The tvo-eleccroa one-photon decay process is 
considere-t to be the result of the interaction between the 
jumping electroos and their interaction with the radiation 
field. Th« calculation is performed in second order pertur
bation theory and the many particle ¿tales are constructed 
front single particle solutions. The present approach allows 
one -to'dTxcuts several aspects of the decaying process. The 
results obtained for the branching ratio between the two 
processes reproduces reasonably well available experimental 
data and show an almost linear dependence on the second 
power of the atonic number, A comparison with other theoreti 
cal predictions is also presented for the two decaying pro
cesses and the strong dependence of the branching ratio on 
the initial configuration of the decaying atom is pointed ou 

KESUHO - A probabilidade de transição para os processos de d 
caimeato radiativo em átomos com duas vacâncias na camada K 
foi calculada para ãcomos de Ne até ir. Dois modos de decai
mento foram considerados: decaimento simultâneo de dois elé
trons com a (missão de um único fotón e decaimento de um ele 
tron com a emissão de um íoton. Os cálculos foram efetuados 
utilisande- teoria de perturbação dependente do tempo e os es 
tados das átomos iotam construidos a partir de soluções para 
partículas independen tes. Os re sultaJos obtidos para a rasão 
enere os dois modos de decaimento reproduxem razoavelmente o 
dados ixptrimentai¿ disponíveis. 

• Oa Irav.- ¿rom "Dtpto. de Física, Pontifícia Universidade 
Católica do Rio de Janeiro, Brasil" 
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I, Introduction 

The prediction of « simultaneous trim it ton of two outer shell electrons 

.in eteat bearing multiple Inner shell vecincies c m be found in early 

papers sy Heltenberg (!»»). Condon (1930), end Goudsatt end Gropper 

(19JI). The correlated two electron jump to fill the inner-shell vacancies 

M y be coupled to the emission of * single photon. The evidence of this 

deceytng process, denominated two-electron one-photon transition, hit 

been reported by several authors in recent publications (Greenberg et il 

1977, Knudson et il 1976, Uken et «1 1977, Schueh et il 1979, StoHer 

et *l 1976 and 1977, wolfli et al 197S, Volpp et al 1979) and different 

approaches have been used to evaluate the transition rate (Aberg et 

»1 1976, Amusia et al 1977, Gavrile and Hansen 1976 and 1976, Jelbert 

et «1 1981, Ktgawt 19)7, Kelly 1976, Khrlstenko 1976, Safronova . 

and Sentthenko 1977, Vintl 1932). In all these calculations the decaying 

process is described es an electric di pole transition end the main'differ

ence among the* is found in the way that the electron correlation effects 

ere token into account. 

In the present work the two-electron one-photon process is considered to bt 

a result of interaction between tne atuws and the radiation field.-This 

procedure will lead • a perturbing Hanlltonian wnich will include the inttr-

«lectron Interaction responsible.for the correlated decay of the electrons. 

Transition rites are then obtained using second order perturbation 

theory following an approach stellar to that used earlier to evaluate 

the K-"fl radiative-Auger transition rate for Argon (Kostroun and laptista 

1976), Adopting this procedure the transition rate can be calculated 

using the «any particle state of the atea constructed fro* single particle 

solutions. In this description the electrons not participating directly 

in the transition remain in their single state orbits and serve only 

to generate the interacting field. Accordingly only correlations between 

the decaying electrons need to be considered end the problem is greatly 

simplified. Furthermore, the allowed multiple transitions are selected 

directly from the theory for each given Initial state and no further 

essow"ion is required. This approach is used here to evaluate the transition 

ra* .or atoms bearing initially two vacancies In the K-ihelt, decaying 

by .wo-electron one-photon transitions, and considering only transitions 

of electrons from the L-shell. In this case the energy of the emitted spectral 

line, denoted by K , will be slightly larger than twice the energy of 

the corresponding K line. The many particle state of the atom was constructs 

from single electron screened hydresenie wave function». 
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The sam set of «ave functions was used to evaluate the transition rate 

for the coapeting decay process In which a single (.-shell electron Jumps 

Into the empty K-shell. This one-electron one-photon process produces an 

»-rey line, usually called hypersatellite and denoted by K , slightly 

shiftea to the high energy side of the corresponding K line. 

It both of the above calculations the electric dipole approximation was 

used and results for the transition rates as well as for the branching ratio 

of the two decaying processes for Ne up to Zr are reported and compared 

with experimental «alues and other recent predictions. Also is presented 

a comprehensive discussion of the dependence of the branching ratio on the 

initial configuration of the decaying atom. 

2. Theory 

The calculations of the transition rate for the two-eleetron one-photon 

«111 be discussed briefly here using the notation of the paper by Kostroun 

and Baptista (1976), where a complete discussion of the calculational 

procedure can be found. 

As the starting point one considers an «-electron atom of atomic number 

I bearing two internal vacancies plus the radiation field as one system 

described by the following Hamiltonian. 

i-i i ¡<y i ¿-» 

where the first two terms represents the atom, Hr . is the radiation field 

and 5 Hi(A) gives the interaction between the atomic electrons and the 
1«t 

radiation field. As usual the t»S , I , and other higher order terms are 

neglected. With the assumption that the atom can be approximated by a 

separable N-electron single particle Hamiltoni'n one may write 

H ^ - £ [ - £ t f - ¥ + vVa,] (2 2) 
¿.1 * 

where V (rj) is some conveniently chosen central field. Therefore, (2.1) 

can be written as H « M . *H .+H,. Where H, is the perturbing Hamiltoniar 
atom red i 1 

for the system ar.d is given by 
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The wave functions for the unpprturped syt?r-> lt m»M a^e given hy a 

product of an N-partlde wave function .iev:r'binn the state of tr,p atom 

and a function describing the radiation field. The rran> particle stare of 

the atom can be represented by Slater determinants constructed from sinple 

particle solutions of the separable Hamilton ¡an given by {?.?.) and «ill 

form an antisymmetric, orthonormai and copíete spt of eioen.unctions (Fano 

and Luoper 1968). Thus the wave .'unction for the atom can be written as: 

fyV"' "^= G ^ V \{H)) (?-A ) 
w h i r e & i s the ant1syimetr1zation operator, k. denotes the set of sinnle-

particle quantum numbers n,, 1^, m., s , m^ of one electron with position a-d 

spin coordinates i^o, and (1) denotes r.3( . 

The wave functions of the radiation finid are given by (Heitler 1951) 

r<t ) .c i E t A TTl : - e i £ l A T . .n-.... * U 5 ) 
where n represents the number of phctnns, earh of a given energy, polarization, 

etc. present In the field, and E • I n lw ii the total energy of the radiation 

field. 

Therefore the description of the uxperturbed svstee of tne atom plus the 

radiation field Is given by the following Schrodinger equation 

(Hatc-Hred)^..4-r.nw.-=^ kf ^ i . t . T . n . ' C ^ - C ) 
where 

and c, denotes the single particle energies. 

The transitions from one state of the aton to anr.ther and the radiation 

processes resu't from the interaction H givnn oy equation (2.3)', between 

the atom and the radiation field. As nesrribed elsewhere (Kostrojn and Bapti'ta 

197f.) the first order terms of the pxpar.sion in perturbation theory allow 

the calculation of transition rates for the radiative and for the nonradiatin 

or Auger processes. 

(2 i) 
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The two electron one-photon decay is a «ore complicated radiation process 

which requires second order perturbation theory in order to calculate Its 

transition rat*. In this transition two outer shell electrons, with quantum 

nuabers kj and «,* jump to fill, via intermediate states, the two 

inner shell «acaricies »f and *f' siaultaneously while a single photon 

is emitted. The Initial state which describes the excited atoa and unexclted 

redteton field C M be written 

and the final state |f lw>, which describes the de-excited atoa and excited 

radiation field is 

Therefore, in second order perturbation theory the transition rate is given 
by (Heitier M M ) 

= 4 * | 2 <fMH||«»v.> <>«w|M,t¿ Oy(> jjfy.ç.) (¿, ,0 ) 

•re the |pn¿> are to be suamd (or integrated) over all intermediate or 

Irtual state: Zu Ep and Ef «re the unperturbed energies of the entire systea 

in the initial, intermediate and final state respectively. The substitution 

of U. as given by equation (2.3) in the above equation result in the following 

expression for the two-electron one-Dhoton transition rate 

•lê » 

The sumaations (or Integrations) in the above relation extend over all unoccupied 
single particle and holes (or continuum) states to which the electrons are 
promoted. The subscript A indicates antisymmetric states. The transition 
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probability per unit time is obtained multiplying equation (2.It) by the 
number of states per unit energy interval p(c() available to the system 
end integrating oyer all energies I,. The following result arises: 

where p Is the number of states per unit energy available to the emitted 

photon. 

In order to calculate explicitly the transition rate for tne two-electron 
one photon process we evsluate the matrix elements appearing in equstion ;:.12) 
between entisymmetrited and properly normalized two part tee wave function. 
The following relation is obtained In the I S * representation 

where 

l' O I'M* a 

« <-4», •%.!•'t'I'M' ,1UI I & M * ) U., CUVJ. H,. 0. > 

U»6> 

where U,$, and J are the orbital spin, and total angular momenta respectively, 
M is the projection of i onto the quantization a<1s of the two-electron 
state. 
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The total transition rate for the two-electron one photon decay process 

is obtained by sunming equation (2.14) over all I, S, 0, M allowed by angular 

mi.ientua selection ruies and averaging over »V initial states. 

In this section the two-electron one-photon transition rates occuring in 

•tons bearing initially two vacancies in the K-shell which are filled by 

electrons jumping fro* the L-shell is evaluated. The spectral line resulting 

fro» this decaying process is denominated K and its energy is slightly 

larger than twice the energy of the corresponding K line. 

One starts with equation (2.15) and substitutes the initial and final wave 

functions for th? jumping electrons constructed from single particle «ave 

functions. Considering only dioole radiation and after a straightforward 

angular .romentu™ algebra, the following expression for the K transition 

rate is obtained: , 

y . A. ocs-|¡¿ y /OvU.S) «<»•' l .s . ) sS4. (•*•') 
— where nl and n'l' represent initial single particle states of the electrons, 

£ » c . * t ,,,-2c, is the energy of the emitted photon, c , is the single 
w n i n I is n i 

particle enerr* of the electron in the state nl, L- S- are the total orbital 

angular ronentun and the total spin of the two jumping electrons in the 

initial state *nd one can write explicitly 

tfO^vV-^'t'l. S. ) * I *r,Wt| (>¿) 

where 

• » , i r Ú £ I 
el 

V) 
l<cUv!¡fp>^b||CvlÍt>f^*Affi'»«0 

C C. » ) 

i i.r 
< f r | I C , ! | f > ^ 

I.- in 

¿a.V'Vi-^U 
<n,ff||rM|nt > 
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£ 1° ° }<o||Cvl¡t,>W„;ie> M ^ r V , ' ^ ) 

<t(iCrfl ¿n..f, - t n ' £ 

£, V fr ' ' e , ' - 2 ¿ , « 
<V,Í fit •>•('> (3.3) 

and 

r Í '»'• fo L. 1 
k°i¡c,¡¡í,>, ¿'o ~ '.•",.(,• 

f, 0 "J ¿ a ^ - y i ; ^ ! " 6 ^ ' 
<.IMlrltn, , ( f> 

r I ' I <oK*¡it><if¡^?>f>.WA'«,0 
* [ [i i v/ 

L. / ' r ° L ' 
( 3 A ) 

l< l v/. J 
In the above relation» the sun's are to he -prfomfd over all unoccupied and holes 

(or continuum) States allowed by angular 'amonta selection rules and the remaining 

symbols have the following meaning: 

where 

' ( 
> o. T , ; r u 

•nd P j ( r ) / r i s the r a d i a l r1 ' - . cf tn» • • n a l r p a r t i r l e k i v p f i m c t i o n ; 

<o||C ||B> dtnotes the redu.-ij matrix e.mrnt of the operator t" {de Sha I i t 
and Talml 1963) and f j . j , j ": 

< . ' / J • ¡ ' ''••' ¡.ic.ih fi.j symbol (dr Sha 1 i t and 
j < J 5 J( , j 

Talmi 1963). 
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The transit too rat* IL for M y eleaent C M bt readily evaluated using 

«quae«on (LIS). The possible initial and intermediate sUta electron angular 

móntate «a* tot initial U and S valúas of t M «ton leading to tht final 

stato of two «loctrons in the K-shell ara selected directly by the Í-J symbols. 

!n t M allowed transitions tht jumping pair is required to be formed by 

on* 2a and on» 2p olactron. 

4. Results and Oiscussion 

Tht two-electrons one-photon transition rata, V. , gi«an by equation (2.IS), 

«as evaluated for No up to 2r using scraanad hydrogenic wave functions te 

describe tht singla altctron statt. Tht appropriate screening factor for 

each electron state «as obtained using the tabulated values of Froese Fisher 

(1973) as starting point. Considering that for tapty K«shtl) «toas tht serttiw 

ing factor for the L- and orter-shell electrons should decrease by approalaetely 

two units, one may aspect that tht l-sh»U scretnlng factor will epproxtaata 

tht K-Shtll valut of an untadted atoa. Under this consideration tuo differ» 

ant screening factors acre used in the calculation, which were obtained 

by subtracting one and two charge units froa the tabulated values. Further» 

•ore, the calculation carried out considering these tuo cases «ill be useful 

to evaluate the dependence of the transition rate on the.screening factor. 

Since the series converges rapidly the SUBS in the internediat» states Mere 

Parformed only up to n0»U>. Contributions for larger it values did not chante tht 

figures of tht results presented in table 1 foi a large suaeer of test cases. 

Tht seat set of wave functions was used to evaluate tht one-photon ont-tltctron 

transition rata, V h, occuring in atoas «tth an eapty K-shell. Froa tht 

above results the Rranihing Ratio, 8* » (t /uVh uas evaluated for both 

cases of screening factors. All transition rata calculations M r t perforata 

considering atoas with complete!» filled l-snail In the Initial states and 

the results are listed in table 1. 

In figure 1 the calculated branching ratios together with experiatntel values 
and tht rtsults froa other calculations «re presented as function of tht 
•toaic lumber in a quadratic scale. In this figur» are presented only the 
M values obtained In this work considering tht screening factor as the 
tabulated value subtracted by tuo units. In figure i the values for the 
U» and w> h listad in table 1 *r* compared uith available data. The results 
prtstnttd in figure 1 show a reasonable agraeatnt uith the experimental 
results of Stoller et al (1977) and is within tht error btrs of tht rtsults 
reported by luchen et al (!»??) for N1 and by Knudson et al (197C) for *r. 
Tht disagreement between tht present vtluts and tht result» for S, CI and 
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Ar reported by Sehuch et el (1979) can be understood on the bull of the 

Initial configuration of «to»; used in the calculation. The U^ depends 

on the number of electrons In the 2s tnd 2p-shells while the SÇ h depends 

only on the number of electrons In the 2p>shell. Therefore the branching 

ritlo 1s strongly dependent on the number of electrons present In the 2s-shell 

of the «torn In the initial state. In the collision systems studied in the 

work by Schuch et a) (1979) the excitation of the K-shell electrons hes 

high probability of being accompanied by simultaneous excitation of l-shell 

electrons. This fact was confirmed by Volpp et al (1979) in collisions of 

32 He» Sulphur ions on Argon, where values for l-shell configuration of 

the recoiling Ar atoms *s function of the projectile charge were presented. 

For 32 HoV 5 projectiles the average population of the 2s-she11 of the 

recoiling Ar wes found to be 0.» *0.2 while for S projectiles the averege 

population wai }.0 «0.2. If these values are used to evaluate the Ar branchiae 

ratio using the present approach the results obtained would be S56Q for 

S 1 1* beam and 3336 for S5* beam respectively. The range between these two 

values for the Drenching rttio Includes the velue for Ar irradiated by CI 

ions reported by Schucn et al. In this collision system the results are 

not expected to differ greatly from the S-Ar system. 

In the ion-atom collisions of the kind discussed here the L-shell excitation 

Is higher for the lighter collision partner than for the heavier one (Schuch 

et al 1979). This fact can expletn the M values obtained for CI in the 

collision system CI on Ar which )s larger than the value obtained in the 

system S on CI, 

A similar discussion can be carried out for CI and S end the larger values 

for the branching ratios compared with the predictions of this work can 

be also attributed to a decreased 2t>sh*ll population resulting from the 

collision process. 

In theoretical results for the branching ratio found in the literature 
show a wide spread of values as c*n be verified in figure 1, The results 
of Aberg et al(1976) predicts values for the brinching ratio which tre 
lower then the present values and lower thin most of the available experimcr;al 
data. In their calculations the two-electron one-photon decaying process 
is described In terms of a "shake down" model end considering trinsitions 
between ls°2sZ2pn and ls*2s2pn"1 states. The results presented in figure 1 
are for atoes with initial conftguntlon with n««. However, as discussed 
before, the brinching ratios are expected not to depend significantly on 
the 2p state populations. 
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Srevll» rt al (1*7» and » 7 8 ) evaluated the transition rat* W. , usina 
a singl* partid* model and considering the relaxation betweenth* Initial 
and final states. In figure 1 their results obtained using Hartree Foek 
«ave functions for Is 2s 2o p • outer shell states and for a less accurate 
case In which one set of radial wave functions can describe all terms of 
a given configuration and Is indicated by Is 2s 2p • outer shells trt 
presented. The results for th* latter configuration are usually larger 
than for the first. A good agreement of their results wtth the present 
calcu'etlon and the experimental values Is found for lower atonic numbers 
as can be verified In figure 1. 

In the approach followed by Safronova and Senashenko (1977) th* Initial 

and final states of ti« atom are derived considering the interclcctron cor-

relation in first order perturbation theory. The results ar* presented for 

two cases of the initial atom configuration namely: two electron atomic 

systems with one electron in the 2s-state and the other 1n the 2p-state 

and three electron systems with two electrons In the 2s-itate and one In 

the 2p-state. For the first configuration the branching ratio values are 

smaller than the pr»- nt values as.we 11 as smaller than the experimental 

values of Stoller et al (1976 and 1977). For the second configuration the 

situation is reversed and the reported values are larger than the presented 

predictions and th* experimental values. The results reported for the two 

configurations in which th* branching ratio values for the three electrons 

system is smaller than the one for th* two electrons system contradicts 

the experimental values of Schuch *t al (1979). In general a decreasing 

of the branching ratio value with increasing 2s-subshell population is observed 

in accordance with the fact that the two-elect'on one-photon decaying process 

requires the correlated transition of one 2s and one 2p electron to fill 

the K-sh*ll vacancies while the one-electron one-photon requires only on* 

2» electron. 

ft charge expansion method was used by Khrlstenko (1976) to evaluate the transition 
probabilities for the two-electron one-photon decaying process. The computed 
branching ratios for this process and the one-electron one-photon process 
agrees very well with the predictions of the present work as well as th» 
experimental values of Stoller et al (1976 and 1977) as shown in figure 1, 

A relativist¡c evaluation of the transition rate of the two-electron one-

photon process was performed by Kagaxa (1977) considering three different 

gauge formulations in the evaluation of the transition matrix. In figure 1 

only th* results obtained ronsldering a mixed formulation gauge, which shows 

a better agreement, are compared with th* results of this work and experimental 

values. 
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The branching retí» valves 'or Ni obtained by Kelly (1976) using many body 

pertúrbala» th«ery to calculate the wave functions of the atom in the i n i t i a l 

and f inal Sta tu is alto included in f igure 1 àri4 is larger than the present 

value. 

A calculation using the approach of the present work was u<ed before by 

Jalbert at a\(19R') to evaluate the branching ratio between the t*o. and 

one-electron decaying processes in Hi. The electron wave functions were 

generated by * Hertret Fock calculation and considering the atom in the 

initial state[ with one electron in the K-shell which is equivalent, in the 

present approach, to consider a larger screening factor. This fact is con

firmed by noting that the value of 3060 for the branching ratio obtained 

by Jalbert and co-workers 1» closer to the value 3525 of the present wort 

obtained considering the screening factor as the tabulated values corrected 

by one unit which 1s equivalent to consider atoms with out electron in the 

K-shell. This result Illustrates the importance of the atom configuration 

In two-electron one-photon decaying processes. 

In figure 2 the results obtained in this work for VL and IL are compared 

to the results of Gavrila et al (1976 and 1978), Safronova ana Semashenko 

(1977) and Jalbert et al (1981). All the results for the W„h follows a 

similar pattern and shows no large discrepancies. As for W„ the values 

of Safronova et al considering six electrons in the 2p-state show a very 

good agreement with the present calculations while the values of Gavrila 

et al for the higher atomic number elements are rather larger than the 

values predicted here. 

S, Conclusion 

The approach used in the present work to describe the two-electron one-photon 

transition in atoms bearing two K-shell vacancies allow to point out several 

important aspects of this decaying process, lhe strong dependefe on the 

initial configuration of the decaying atom was evidentiated by changing 

the screening factors used to write the single electron wave functions and 

also by changing the occupation number of the L-shell electrons. A better 

agreement between the present predictions and experimental values is 

obtained when the screening factors of the l-shell electrons of the atom 

with the empty K-shell are taken as the screening factors of the unexcited 

atom subtracted by two charge units. This result should *e expected because 

the absence of screening by Inner electrons will make the l-sheli electrons 
to s»e a nuclear field similar to that seen by the K-5hell electrons in 

the unexcited atom. 
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The variation of the branching retío V h / V . as function of the l-shell 

occue*ttem> mamor shows that the decreasing population of the 2s state of 

the decaytng ato* villi result In an increase of this branching ratio. This 

result points out that the transition in the two electron process requires 

the jumping electron pair to be formed by one 2s and one 2p-state electron 

«*He the one electron process involves only jumping electrons fro» the 

{«•state. Therefore the branching ratio will be highly sensitive to the 

variation of the 2s-state population and less sensitive to the 2p-stete 

population. This conclusion Is in accordance with experimental results f>*oa 

heavy ion collisions where a simultaneous excitation of (.•shell electrons 

together with the excitation of ihe It-shell is observed resulting in a higher 

value tor the branching ratio between these two processes. 

* 

la figure 1 is observed that the branching ratio W_h /"V show a nearly 

linear proportionality dependence on the atonic number squared. This behaviour 

is also observed for the experimental results and also for east of the avail. 

able predictions. The present values show the same slope of the experimental 

values although the curve is slightly shifted to lower values of the branching 

ratio. The slooe_pjredicted by the other theories varies In a wide range 

and most of them differ considerably from the prevent results and from the 

exnerimental values. 

Finally we feel that the success in predicting values for the branching 

ratio which are comparable with available experimental results Indicates 

that the present approach may be used to describe the two-eleclron one-photon 

transition offering an Insight of the decaying process. Besides that, the 

calculations are relatively simple since only single particle states are 

used and only correlations between the jumping electrons have to bt considered. 
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Tab1» Caption 

Tablo 1 Ont*electron one-photon, W' , antf two-Mr-rtrnn onç-photonf W. , 

transition ratet and branching ratios, BÍ, for atoms bearing initially two 

«•shell vacinei*», The values obtained considering single particles states 

constructed taking the tatu'ated values of screening subtracted by one unit, 

are shown in columns J-4 and subtracted by two units in columns 5-7, 



f i y t r * Copttoa* 

Figuro 1 Calculated branching ratio value* oettioen the tt*v>tl«ctron ant-

photon and two-*Uctron one-photon decaying p-oceisej as function of the 

etoaic nujebor squared co*Psr«ú with e*perim*ntal Ya^j*» and othtr prediction. 

Figuro 2 Calculated transition rates for lh« two-electron one-photon 

*nd tho one-oledro» one-photon decaying processes compared with other 

prodletions. 
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